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Inspiration Destination
by rima@hitched

Brides, I have some seriously exciting news... 

Something really special is about to take the wedding industry by a storm, and it's called 'The Wedding 
Gallery'. 

Opening in October 2017, The Wedding Gallery will be the world's first luxury wedding retail location 
filled with inspiration and brands that will blow brides' minds. 

The 20,000 square foot project has been designed by a renowned New York architect Christian Lahoude 
 and is a totally unique concept for the wedding industry. 

Luckily for all of you female-boss-brides who are always busy, and the ladies who aren't based near 
London, The Wedding Gallery will be open seven days a week, all year round so there will literally be 
no excuse not to visit. 

The wedding attraction will be a hub oozing with new bridal trends, wedding ideas and bundles of 
creativity flowing through it which will guarantee that no bride will leave uninspired. 

Leading industry experts have worked on the project together and assure brides that The Wedding 
Gallery will be an end-to-end wedding planning experience which will take brides and grooms through 
each and every step of the wedding journey.

Anna McGregor, a curator of The Wedding Gallery said: "The Wedding Gallery will empower the client, 
taking away the mystery and stress often associated with planning a wedding and allowing them to 
achieve the day of their dreams. We will provide guidance and inspiration to couples and a hub for the 
industry to communicate and grow."

Brands such as Rosalind Miller Cakes, Needle & Thread, The Wedding Shop and even the amazing Elie 
Saab are just a small fragment of the list containing huge names that are already signed up with two-
floor project -we haven't seen a line-up better than that since...ever! 
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Engaged or not engaged (definitely not engaged) - I for one cannot wait to pay a visit to this incredible 
entrepreneurial landmark. What more could brides ask for?

I mean, from what I understand, it's every gorgeous luxurious wedding brand you could imagine, covering 
every aspect of wedding planning, all in one AMAZING location - now that is what you call bridal heaven..or 
just heaven in general. 

I'm so excited for this to come together, who's joining me when it opens? 

Rima X
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